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A PRÜFER TRANSFORMATION FOR THE

EQUATION OF THE VIBRATING BEAM

BY

D. O. BANKS AND G. J. KUROWSKI

ABSTRACT.   In this paper, the oscillatory properties of the eigenfunctions

of an elastically constrained beam are studied.   The method is as follows.

The eigenfunction and its first three derivatives are considered as a four-

dimensional vector,   (u, u, pu", (pu")').   This vector is projected onto two in-

dependent planes and polar coordinates are introduced in each of these two

planes.   The resulting transformation is then used to study the oscillatory prop-

erties of the eigenfunctions and their derivatives in a manner analogous to the

use of the Prüfer transformation in the study of second order Sturm-Liouville

systems.   This analysis yields, for a given set of boundary conditions, the number

of zeros of each of the derivatives,   «', pu", (pu")'   and the relation of these

zeros to the   n - 1   zeros of the   nth eigenfunction.   The method also can be used

to establish comparison theorems of a given type.

1. The main purpose of this paper is to study the oscillatory properties of

the solutions and their derivatives of the eigenvalue problem

(1.1) (P(x)u")" - Xp(x)u = 0,      X>0,   jcG(0,0,

(1.2a) «'(0) cos a - (p«")(0) sin a = 0,

(1.2b) «(0) cos ß + (pu")'(0) sin ß = 0,

(1.2c) «'(/) cos y + (p«")(0 sin 7 = 0,

(1.2d) «(/) cos 8 - (pu")'(I) sin S = 0,

where p and p are piecewise continuous, positive functions on [0, /] and

0 < a, ß, y, S < 7t/2 unless specified otherwise. We consider throughout the

nonzero eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenfunctions. It is know that the
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«th eigenvalue of (1.1), (1.2) is given by X„ = R[u„]   where R  is the Rayleigh

quotient (A.l) and un  is the nth eigenfunction.  It follows by inspection of

the numerator of R  that zero is an eigenvalue only in the following cases:

(i) a = y = 0 and ß = 8 = 7r/2.

(ii) Any three of a, ß, y, 5  equal to  ît/2.

Unless stated otherwise, we exclude these cases from consideration.

In the process of our study, we also derive some oscillatory properties of

solutions of the fourth order equation (1.1) with X = 1.  However, we will be

primarily interested in those fourth order nonsingular problems which arise from

the theory of vibrating beams (see e.g. [2, Chapter 1]).

We will use a transformation of the system (1.1), (1.2) analogous to the

Prüfer transformation

(*)        y(x) = rtx) sin 6(x),     P(x)y'(x) = r(x) cos 0(x),     x G [0, /]

used to investigate the Sturm-Liouville system

(Py')' + xßy = o,    x g (o, o,

y(0) cos a - P(Q)y'(0) sin a = 0,     a G [0, tt/2]

y([) cos ß + P(l)y'(l) sin ß = 0,      ß G [0, tt/2] .

Application of the transformation (*) to this system yields

6' = p-1 cos20 + X0 sin20  with 0(0) = a and d(l) = ß + kit,

where k is some nonnegative integer.  From properties of the solution 0  of this

system and (*) it is possible to obtain oscillatory properties of the eigenfunctions

of the Sturm-Liouville system (see e.g. [5, pp. 394-407]).

In a previous paper [1], a procedure for the computation of eigenvalues of

(1.1), (1.2) was developed based on a transformation of the vector

(1.3) U=(u,u',pu",(pu")')T

into four-dimensional spherical coordinates. Here, we use the following transfor-

mation which takes advantage of the pairings of the function u  and its derivatives

found in the boundary conditions (1.2):

u(x) = r(x) sin \p(x) cos 9(x),       p(x)u"(x) = r(x) cos \p(x) cos i?(x),

(1.4)
u'(x) = r(x) cos \p(x) sin <p(x),     (p(x)u"(x))' = r(x) sin \¡j(x) sin 0(x).

Assuming the validity of this transformation, we derive a set of differential equa-

tions which must be satisfied by the functions r, \¡i, 6, ip. We first write (1.1) as

the equivalent first order system  U' = MU where  U is defined by (1.3) and
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0    10    0

o  o Up o

M=  o  o  o   i    •

Xp   0   0   0

Transforming this first order system by (1.4), and letting w = cot \¡i, we

obtain

r' = '/¿r[sin 2i/> sin (0 + y) + p~l cos2i// sin 2y + Xp sin2i// sin 29]

and

w = — w2 cos 0 sin ip 4- %p_1w sin 2<£ + sin 0 cos t¿> — ViXpw sin 20,

(1.5)      0'= - w sin 0 sin i/j + \p cos20,

ifi = p~l cos2<p - w~' sin 0 sin $.

Using the transformed system, we study the properties of 0  and ç to

obtain the oscillatory behavior of the eigenfunctions and their derivatives of the

system (1.1), (1.2).  The paper is organized as follows.

In §2, we use a result of Leighton and Nehari [9] to show that, for the

solutions of (1.1) to be considered here, the Jacobian of the transformation (1.4)

is not zero for x E (0,1), justifying the validity of this transformation.  In §3,

we give an argument which justifies the use of (1.4) at x = 0 and x = I even

though the Jacobian may vanish there and determine boundary conditions for

these angles at 0 and /.

We are not able to show the existence of eigenvalues using the differential

system for the angles, as in the case for the usual Prüfer transformation, and

must rely on the variational characterization of the eigenvalues.  This is given in

the appendix along with some consequences of this characterization which we use

in the ensuing development.

In §4, we consider solutions of (1.1) which satisfy (1.2a, b, c) and prove a

fundamental comparison theorem which shows the dependence of the correspond-

ing 0(0  on the coefficients of (1.1). This in turn is used to show that 6(1, X)

is a strictly increasing continuous function of X. It is also used to obtain a com-

parison theorem for the number of zeros of solutions of (1.1) with A = 1.

In §5, we use this comparison theorem to investigate the graph of 9  for

x E [0, /].  From this graph, we show that the nth eigenfunction  «„   of (1.1),

(1.2) has exactly (n - 1) zeros in (0,1) and that (pu"n)' has exactly n  zeros

in   [0, l\. Furthermore, the zeros of un  and  ipu'n)'  interlace.

In §6, we investigate the graph of </>.  From this we show that u\  has at

most one zero in (0, l) and that u'n  for n> 2 has at least n - 2 and at
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most n zeros in (0,1).  Furthermore, u"n  has at least n - 1   and at most

n + 1  zeros in   [0, /].  Other results concerning the interlacing of the zeros of

un  and its derivatives are also given.

2. The transformed system.  Our first consideration must be whether or

not the transformation (1.4) is well defined. We note that the Jacobian of this

transformation is J = r3 sin \¡i cos \¡i. This vanishes whenever r = 0 or  \p  is

an integer multiple of ct/2.  If r(x0) = 0  for any x0 G [0, /],  (1.4) implies

that u(x0) = u'(x0) = pu"(x0) = (pu")'(xQ) = 0.  In this case the only solution

is the trivial solution.  For an arbitrary solution it may happen that  i/>(x0) =

kn/2, k = 0, ± 1, ± 2, • • • , for some x0 G (0,1) and consequently that

/(x0) = 0.  However, we will show in Theorem 2.1 that, for the eigenvalue prob-

lems being considered here, this cannot occur.  The following lemmas will be

needed throughout our discussion.

Lemma 2.1 (Leighton and Nehari [9]). Let y be a nontrivial solution

o/(l.l). If v, y, y", (py")' are nonnegative (but not all zero) at xQ, then

they are positive for x > x0. If y, - y , y", - (py")' are nonnegative (but

not all zero) at x0,  they are positive for x <x0.

We will find it convenient to use the following consequence of this lemma.

Lemma 2.2.   Let u be a solution of (1 A) which satisfies the boundary

conditions (1.2a) and (1.2c). If x0  is a zero of u or u" in (0,1),  then

u'(x)(pu")'(x)<0 in a neighborhood of x0. If xx   is a zero of u   or (pu")'

in (0,1) then u(x)u"(x)<0 in a neighborhood of xx.

Proof.   Let u(x0) = 0, x0G (0, /) and assume u'(x0)(pu")'(x0) > 0.

If u'(x0) > 0, then (pu")'(x0) > 0. When u"(x0) > 0, Lemma 2.1 implies

that u, u, pu", and (pu")'  are strictly positive at /.  The boundary condition

(1.2c) implies that u (l)(pu")(l) < 0, a contradiction. When u"(xQ) < 0, Lem-

ma 2.1 yields a contradiction to the boundary condition (1.2a). A similar con-

tradiction is reached if u'(x0) < 0.

The same type of argument yields the remainder of the lemma.

We now consider the Jacobian of the transformation (1.4) for x G (0,1).

Theorem 2.1.  Let u be a nontrivial solution of (I.I) which satisfies the

boundary conditions (1.2a) and (1.2c).  Then the Jacobian J[u] = r3 sin \¡j cos \jj

of the transformation (1.4) does not vanish in (0, /)•

Proof.   Let « be a nontrivial solution of (1.1) which satisfies the bound-

ary conditions (1.2a) and (1.2c). Assume first that the corresponding angle  \¡)

satisfies  \¡j(xq) = «7r for some integer «  and for some x0 G (0,1). Then the

transformation (1.4) implies that u(x0) = 0 and (pu")'(x0) = 0. However, this
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is incompatible with the conclusion of Lemma 2.2.

Now assume for the solution «,  that the corresponding angle  \p  satisfies

\p(x0) = mTt/2  for some odd integer m  and some x0 E (0,1). The transforma-

tion (1.4) then implies that u'(x0) = 0  and pu"(x0) = 0.  Lemma 2.2 with

these conditions yields a contradiction.

Corollary.  // u satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, then the corre-

sponding values of w = cot \¡/ satisfy either the condition  0 < w(x) <°° or

- «* < w(x) < 0 for xE (0, I).

One consequence of this result is that there is no loss of generality in choos-

ing  \¡j(x) E (0, ît/2)  or  \¡j(x) G (tt/2, 7t)  for X G (0, I).

We now consider the possibility that the Jacobian vanishes at x = 0  or

x = I.   One such possibility occurs if i// = kit (k = 0, ± 1, ± 2, • • • )  at x = 0

or x = I.  The following theorem shows this does not happen.

Theorem 2.2.  Let « satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.  Then the

corresponding value of i// at x = 0 antf x = I is not an integral multiple of n.

Proof.  If i//(0) - kn, then (1.2a) implies that «'(0)  and «"(0) have

the same sign and (1.4) implies that «(0) = (p«")'(0) = 0.  Then Lemma 2.1

yields a contradiction as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.

If \p(l) = kir, then (1.2c) implies that «'(/)  and «"(/) have opposite sign.

But (1.4) yields «(0 = (pu")'(I) = 0 antl Lemma 2.1 again gives a contradiction.

Finally, we must consider the possibility that  \p has value  7t/2  at  0  or

/.  At zero,  \p(0) = 7r/2 gives w'(0) = pu"(0) = 0.  It is possible to construct,

using a fundamental set of solutions of (1.1), a solution of (1.1) which satisfies

the boundary conditions «'(0) = p«"(0) = 0, (1.2b) and (1.2c). Thus  i//(0) =

7f/2 cannot be excluded.

In the next section, where the transformation of the boundary conditions is

considered, we show how this case can be handled.

3.  Boundary conditions.  Before we can use the differential system to

analyze the behavior of \¡j,9,¡p for a given eigenfunction, we must transform the

boundary conditions (1.2).  For the transformed variables f>, 9   and w  at x = 0,

we obtain:

Theorem 3.1.  Let u be a solution offl.I) which satisfies the boundary

conditions (1.2a, b, c).  77ien

(3.1) 0(0) = ß - tt/2

and

(3.2) m = a
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where a = 0 when   \p(0) = ir/2. Furthermore,  w(0) = cot \p(0) is determined

by at least one of the following:

m     mi     »'(0) sin ß m  wrm _ (P»")(0) si" ß
® W^ = ¿{«ma' (C) W(0)       "(0) cos a  '

(3-3)
,,       .„     - (pu )(0) cos ß - u'(0) cos ß
(b) w(0) = — / »j}n(--r, (d) w(0) = -,—<<h L\  ■-•v '    v '       (pu ) (0) cos a v '    v '     (pu ) (0) sin a

Proof.   To find  <p(0)  and  0(0), we note that the boundary conditions

(1.2a) and (1.2b) under transformation (1.4) become r0 cos i^(0) sin (^(0) - a) =

0 and r0 sin \¡j(0) cos (0(0) - ß) = 0, respectively.  Since r0 ¥= 0 and  \p(0) #

0 or 77,  then 0(0) = ß + (2m + 1)tt/2 (m = 0, ± 1, ± 2, • • • ).  If  i//(0) ̂  tt/2,

then <p(0) = a + kn (k = 0, ± 1, ± 2, • • • ).  It can be seen from (1.4) that if

we choose  cos 0(0) > 0 and sin <p(0) > 0, then the sign of u(0) and «'(0)

determines the initial value of \p. Thus, we may choose k = 0 and m = — 1

to obtain (3.1) and (3.2).

If i//(0) = tt/2, then u'(0) = u"(0) = 0. We show that in this case <p(0) =

a = 0.  From (1.4),

....     ,.      u'(x)      ,. u"(x)
tan i¿)(0) = hm —ïrr\ = hm   7—»;,; r = 0

v       *-o Pu (x)    x^o   (Pu ) (*)

since (pu")'(0)1=0 by Lemma 2.1. Hence, we have a = 0.

To find the initial value of w = cot t//  for the given solution u  of (1.1),

we use those pairs of equations in (1.4) whose ratio yields the  cot \¡j  together

with (3.1) and (3.2).  All of these relations (3.3) are needed due to the fact that

for some cases, a given ratio may be indeterminant.  That at least one relation will

not be indeterminant can be established from Lemma 2.1 and the boundary con-

ditions (1.2).

For 0  and <p at x = /, we have:

Theorem 3.2.  Let u be a solution o/(l.l) which satisfies the boundary

conditions (1.2a, c, d).   77ze«

(3.4) 0(0 = (2m - 1)tt/2 - S      (m = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ),

and

(3.5) <p(/) = fc7T-7      (fc=l,2,---),

where 7 = 0 when  ip(l) = 7r/2.

These conclusions follow as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 for integer values

of k and m.

It is necessary to choose k > 1  in the expression for <p(l) since the
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differential equation (1.5) shows that <p > 0 whenever tp = 0  for any xE

(0, 0-  By (3.2), i^(0) = a > 0  so that tfl) > 0.  A similar argument shows that

m>0.

To complete the discussion of the initial conditions which are required to

determine the nature of the solutions of the angular system (1.5), we must give

the case where  \}/(0) = 7r/2  special consideration. We have

Theorem 3.3.  Let « be a solution of (I.I) which satisfies the boundary

conditions (1.2a, c) such that the corresponding function   \¡j  satisfies   t//(0) =7r/2.

Then

(i)   \jj(x) E (tt/2, jt), xE(0,l), and

(ii)  the corresponding function  <p satisfies  limx^,0<p'(x) = l/2p(0).

Proof.  Since  i//(0) = tt/2, a = 0 and from (1.5) we have w'(0) =

— cos ß. But

w'(x) = J¿ cot i>(*) = - (csc2\K*))*'(*)

so that  t//(0) > 0.  Hence (i) follows from Theorem 2.1.

For (ii), we note that when  \p(0) = it¡2,  ljw(0) = tan i//(0)  and hence

<p'(0) in (1.5) is not defined.  However, we do have

,.      r,\       1       ,.     sin 0 sin &
hm ip (x) = —77. - hm -r.
x-+o P(0)    x->0 w

Using (1.4), and the fact that <¿<0) = 0  and (pu")'(0) # 0 (by Lemma 2.1), we

find that

..     sin 0 sin tí      ..     \(pu")'   2   «' 2
hm -^ = hm    "=  /      7—tttt cosV
x->o        w x-o L P"    J CP" )

= (p«")'(0) to ^T = 2p7ÔT •

The conclusion (ii) follows.

Remark.   Since a similar argument holds when  ip(l) = tt/2, it follows that

there is a uniquely determined direction field for the system (1.5) in all cases.

4.  Comparison theorems. We are now able to prove the following compari-

son theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let y0 and y1  be solutions of

(4-D (Poy0)"-Po^o = o

and
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(4.2) iP1y"l)"-P1yl=o

respectively for x E (0, 0, both of which satisfy the boundary conditions (1.2a,

b, c). Let 0 < p0(x) < pt(x) and p0(x) > p¿x) > 0 for xE [0,1]. Further-

more, let 0O  and 0j   be the 9-angles corresponding to y0 and yl   respective-

ly as determined by the transformation (1.4).  Then  90(l) < 9X(I) with equality

ifandonlyifp0=pl  and P0=Pi  on   [0,1].

Proof.  Let pM = ppx + (1 - p)p0  and pß = ppY + (1 - p)p0, where

0 < p < 1,  so that pß  is nondecreasing and pM  is nonincreasing as p increases.

We consider a solution yu  of the system determined by the equation

(4.3) Gv")" - pßy - o

and the three boundary conditions (1.2a, b, c).  Let 9ß  and (¿>M  be the corre-

sponding angles determined by the transformation (1.4).  By (3.4), the angle

9ß(x) at jc = / gives

(4.4) 8ß = (2m - 1)tt/2 - 9ß(l)

where m is such that 0 < 8ß < n. We assume first that 8ß ¥= 0. That the

solutions of the system (1.5) with initial conditions (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) depend con-

tinuously on the parameter p follows from the theory of ordinary differential

equations. We show that 9ß(t) is a strictly increasing function of p, so that

0j(/) > 90(l) with equality if and only if p0 = p1   and p0= px. To establish

that 9ß(l) is increasing wë use (4.4) and prove that 8ß> 8V where  0 < p <

v<l.

Now consider the eigenvalue problem consisting of

(4-5) (pßu")" -Xpßu = 0

and the boundary conditions (1.2) with S G (0,7r). The existence and variational

characterization of the eigenvalues of this system are discussed in the appendix.

Denote the nth eigenvalue of this system by  Xn [p, 8].  In particular, the solution

yß  of (4.3) must be an eigenfunction of (4.5) corresponding to  XN\p, §M] = 1

for some integer M

We next consider a solution yv  of (4.3), (1.2a, b, c) where p has been

replaced by  v. The corresponding angular system (1.5) with the initial conditions

(3.1), (3.2), (3.3) with p replaced by  v, (v>p) yields the angle  0^(0-  By

continuity, we may take  v - p so small that

(4.6) S„ = (2m - 1)tt/2 - 9v(l)

where m is the integer determined by (4.4) and 8V E (0,7t).  In particular, the

solution yv  must be an eigenfunction of (4.5) with corresponding eigenvalue

XM [v, 8V] = 1   for some integer M. But the continuity of eigenvalues as a
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function of the parameter p implies that \N[p, 5M]   and \M[v,S„]   are both

the «th eigenvalue of the system (4.5) for  \v - p|  sufficiently small.

Now consider the «th eigenvalue  X„ [v, oß]   of (4.5), (1.2) where we have

taken § = 5M  in (1.2) and replaced (i by  n in (4.5).  By the comparison

theorem for eigenvalues (see the appendix, properties 2 and 3)

(4.7) \>,SM] <\,DMM] = 1

with equality if and only if p0=px   and p0 = px.  From the max-min char-

acterization of eigenvalues (see appendix), X„[i>, Ô]   is a strictly decreasing con-

tinuous function of 6. Thus the inequality  ô„ > ó"M  implies that  X„ [v, 5„] <

\[v,b¡f\, and (4.7) yields \n[v, 5„] < 1, a contradiction.  Hence S„<5M

and, by (4.4) and (4.6), 6v(l) > 6^(1) with equality if and only if p0 = px   and

Po-Px-
Finally, we consider those values   {p0}  for which 0M (I) = (2m - \)tt¡2,

corresponding to 6„   = 0.  By the continuity of 6JI) with respect to p  and

the established monotonicity of 6ß(l)  in a deleted neighborhood of p0, 0„(/)

is monotone for    0<p<l. Hence  0o(O^0i(/).

From this theorem, we get immediately

Theorem 4.2.  Let u be a solution of equation (1.1) which satisfies the

boundary conditions (1.2a, b, c) and let 8(x, X), x G [0, /]   be the corresponding

8-angle determined by the transformation (1.4).  77ze«  6(1, X) is a strictly in-

creasing continuous function of X.

Theorem 4.1 can also be used to obtain comparison theorems of the follow-

ing type.

Theorem 4.3.  Let u be a solution of (4.1) such that u(0) = u'(0) =

u(l) = u'(l) = 0 and let v be a solution of (4.2) such that v(0) = v'(0) = v(l) =

v'(l) = 0 where the coefficients in (4.1) and (4.2) are related as stated in Theo-

rem 4.1.  Then the number of zeros of v in (0,1) is greater than the number

of zeros of u  unless p0—px   and p0=px.

5.  Properties of 0  and consequences.  In this section, we use the compari-

son theorem on  6(1, X)  to show that the  nth eigenfunction  un   of the system

(1.1), (1.2) has exactly «-1  zeros in (0,1) and that (pu'n)'  has exactly n

zeros in   [0, /].  Our procedure for obtaining these results will be to establish

properties of the graph of 0   corresponding to the   «th eigenfunction  un.

Our first two theorems are devoted to showing that the graph of 0   inter-

sects the lines 0 = kit and 0 = (k + Vi)tï, k an integer, with positive slope.

Theorem 5.1.  Let u be a nontrivial solution o/(l.l) which satisfies (1.2a)
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and (1.2c).  Then the graph of the corresponding function  8 for x E (0,1)

intersects the lines 9 = mir (m = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) with positive slope.

Proof.   From (1.5), 0' = Xp > 0 when 9 = mir so that the first con-

clusion holds.

Theorem 5.2.  Let u be a solution of (I.I) which satisfies the boundary

conditions (1.2a) and (1.2c).   Then the corresponding graph of 9  on  (0,1)  can

only intersect the lines 9 = (2m - l)ir/2 with positive slope,  m = 0, 1, • • • .

Proof.   Let xt   be a point in (0,1) such that 9(xx) = (2k + l)n/2 for

k = 0, 1, 2, ■ • •  and assume that 0'(*i) < 0.  From (1.4) we know that

"'(*i )/(/>"")'(* i) = w(x) sin ^(Xj)/ sin 0(Xj).

From (1.5),

9'(xl) = — w(xl) sin 0(Xj) sin (¿<*i).

Consequently,

«'(x^/W'yi*,) = - 9'(x1)/sin29(x1) = - 6'(Xl).

Since  0'(Xj) < 0, «'(Xj) and (pu")'(xl) have the same sign at xt. But «(xx) =

0, contradicting Lemma 2.2.

Theorem 5.3.  Let u be a solution of (1.1) which satisfies the boundary

conditions (1.2a) and (1.2c).  77ie«  9(x)>-ir¡2 for xE(0,l).

Proof.  Suppose that u(x) > 0 in a deleted neighborhood N of x = 0.

Then (1.4) and r sin i/> > 0 implies that cos 0 > 0. Hence, 8(x) G ( - 7r/2, tt/2)

in N. Let xx   be the first point (if there is one) in (0,1) such that  0(Xj) =

-7T/2.  Since 9(x)>-ir/2 for x<xl   and 9'(xl)^0 by Theorem 5.1,

0 > 0'(Xj), contradicting Theorem 5.2.

If «(0) > 0, then u(x) > 0 in N.  If «(0) = 0 and «'(0) ¥= 0, then

the homogeneity of (1.1) permits us to assume that «'(0) > 0  and hence that

u(x) >0 in N.   Finally, if w(0) = «'(0) = 0, we may take «"(0) > 0.  Inte-

grating twice, we find that u(x) > 0 in N.   Since this exhausts all possible cases

we have  0(x) > — 7r/2  in  (0,1).

Note that this shows that m = 0 is not an admissible choice of m  in

(3.4).  The following theorem will lead to the major results of this section.

Theorem 5.4.  Let 0 < Xx < X2 < • • • < Xn < • • • denote the ordered

eigenvalues of the system (1.1), (1.2). Let 6(1, X), X > 0, denote the value of

the 9-angle at x = I determined by (I.A) and corresponding to the solution

u(x, X) 0/(1.1) which satisfies the boundary conditions (1.2a, b, c).  Then
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(5.1) 6(1, X„) = (2n- l)7r/2-S,      n = 1, 2, • • • .

Proof.  We first consider the special case S = n¡2 so that (1.2d) becomes

(pu")'(l) = 0 and assume that \x # 0  in this case. We show that  8(1, X,) = 0.

By (3.1),  - 7t/2 < 0(0) < 0.  Furthermore, the condition  (pu")'(l) = 0  with

(1.4) implies sin 8(1, \x) = 0.  But from the differential equation (1.5), for all

values of x for which sin 0 = 0, we have  0'(x) > 0.  This with (3.4) implies

6(1, \x) > 0.
We show the reverse inequality holds by use of our comparison theorem.

Let p0  and p0  be positive constants such that p0 < p(x) and p0 > p(x)  for

x G [0, /]   and consider the system

(5.2) PoyW - pPoy = 0,      (1.2a, b, c) and /"(/) = 0.

We first assume that zero is not an eigenvalue of (5.2) so that the Green's function

of Ly = d4y/dx'i  with the stated boundary conditions exists.  In [8], Kreith

shows that the Green's function is positive when the boundary conditions are

given by (1.2) with a, ß, y, S  in (0,7r/2). This result can be extended to apply

to the system (5.2) by continuity considerations.  It now follows from Jentzsch's

theorem [7] that the first eigenfunction yx   of (5.2) does not vanish in (0,1).

Let 0*  be the  0-angle corresponding to this eigenfunction.  It follows that

the value of 0*  at x = / is zero.  For otherwise  6*(l) > it and at some interior

point 0* would have the value  ir/2. This would imply that «  is zero at an

interior point, a contradiction.

By our comparison theorem (Theorem 4.1), the angle 6(1, X,) corresponding

to the system (1.1), (1.2a, b, c) and the angle  6*(l) corresponding to the system

(5.2) satisfy the inequality  6(1, \x) < 6*(l) = 0. Hence  8(1, \x) = 0 when

5 = 7r/2  and  \x # 0.

If the assumption made at the beginning of the proof is not valid, i.e., that

the system consisting of (1.1), (1.2a, b, c) and  (pu")'(I) = 0 has a first eigenvalue

Xj = 0, then we note that ux(x) is a linear function.  It follows from (1.4) that

sin 0 = 0.  Hence 0 = kn for some integer and 0(0) G [- 7r/2, 0]   then yields

0(x) = 0.  Thus 8(1, Xj) = 0 also in this special case.

Now consider any ô G [0, tt/2).   Then by property 1 of the appendix, the

first eigenvalue  Xx   of (1.1), (1.2) with ô G [0,7r/2]   is greater the the lowest

eigenvalue of the same system with S ■ tt/2. We have just shown that the  0-

angle determined by the eigenfunction corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue with

S = 7r/2 is zero at x = /.  Since by Theorem 4.2, 8(1, X) is a strictly increasing

continuous function of X, it follows that there is a number \x   such that

8(1, Xj) = 7r/2 - ô. As noted in the appendix (property 4), X,   must be a simple

zero of 8(1, X) = tt/2 - 5.
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For the second eigenvalue  X2   of (1.1), (1.2), we note that (3.4) is satisfied.

Theorem 4.2 thus implies that 9(1, X2) = 3n/2 - 8.  Finally, (5.1) follows by

induction on n, using the fact that the eigenvalues are simple.

We note that this result also applies to the eigenvalues Xn  for n > 2 in

those exceptional cases where  X( = 0 except where a=ß=y=8= 7r/2  for

which Âj = X2 = 0.

As a direct consequence of Theorem 5.4, we have:

Theorem 5.5.   Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5.4, the nth eigenfunction

un  of (1.1), (1.2) has at least n- 1  zeros in (0,1) and (pu'n)'  has exactly n

zeros in   [0, /].

We now proceed to show that the nth eigenfunction un of (1.1), (1.2)

has exactly n - 1 zeros in (0, /)• This will be a consequence of the following

theorem which summarizes the results of Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.

Theorem 5.6.  Let un  be the nth eigenfunction of the system (1.1), (1.2)

and let 9  be the corresponding angular function determined by (1.4). Let  %k

denote the values x where 9(%k) = kir (k = 0, 1, 2, ••■,«- 1) and let r¡k

denote those values where 9(vk) = (2k + l)7t/2  (k = 0, 1, 2, • • • , n - 2). Then

(5.3) 0<fc <%<*!<%<• - < Vn-2 < tn-i < l

In terms of the «th eigenfunction, we have that "„(%) = 0 and

(pu'n)'(%k) = 0. Thus, Theorem 5.6 yields:

Theorem 5.7.  Let un  be the nth eigenfunction of the system (1.1), (1.2).

Then un  has exactly n - 1  zeros r\k  in (0,1) and (pu^)'  has exactly n

zeros %k in   [0, /].  These zeros are interlaced as indicated by (5.3).

6. Properties of t¿> and consequences.  Results for u'n   and u"n  and the

corresponding graph of yj  analogous to the results of § 5 will be given in this

section.  Before discussing the zeros of u'n  and  u"n, we give results concerning

the graph of <p. Corresponding to Theorem 5.1, we have:

Theorem 6.1.  Let u be a solution of (1.1) which satisfies (1.2a) and

(1.2c).  Then the graph of corresponding function <p on (0,1) intersects the

lines y = m7T (m = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) with positive slope.

The proof parallels that of Theorem 5.1 and will not be given.

Theorem 6.2.  Let u be a solution of (1.1) which satisfies the boundary

conditions (1.2a) and (1.2c).  Then the corresponding graph of <p on  (0,1) can

only intersect the lines $ = (2k + 1)tt/2 with positive slope for k = 0, 1, 2,- • •.
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Proof.  Let xx   be a point in (0,1) such that <p(xx) = (2k + \)ir/2 for

some k = 0, 1, 2, • • •    and assume that ip'(xx) < 0.  As in the proof of Theo-

rem 5.3, we use (1.4) and (1.5) to get

k'(*i)/(Pm7(*i) = - fX*i)/sin 0(*!))V(*i) > o.

Since u'(xx) and (pu")'(xx) then have the same sign, we conclude, as in the

proof of Theorem 5.3, that u cannot satisfy the conditions (1.2a) and (1.2c).

As a corollary, we have:

Corollary. Let u be a solution of (1.1) which satisfies the boundary

conditions (1.2a) and (1.2c). 77zen there is exactly one simple zero of u" be-

tween consecutive zeros of u.

We now prove analogs of Theorem 5.4.  These results are stated in Theorems

6.4 and 6.5. We first establish an upper bound for <p(l, X„).

Lemma 6.1.   Let X„  be the nth eigenvalue of the system (1.1), (1.2) and

let <p(l, X„) denote the value of the corresponding angle ip at x = I determined

by (1.4).  Then

(6.1) f(l, X„) < (« + 1)tt - y.

Proof.  By (2.7), we have </>(/, X„) = far - y where k is some positive

integer.  Suppose y(l, \n) > (n + 2)tt - 7.  Then pu" has at least n + 2 zeros

which correspond to the points where the graph of y(x, X„) crosses the lines

ip = (2m + l)ir/2, m = 0, 1, •■•,« + 1. Thus (pu'¡¡)' has at least « + 1

zeros in (0, /) which contradicts Theorem 5.5.

The inequality (6.1) with « = 1  and Theorem 6.1 show that there may be

two possibilities, i.e., ip(l, Xx) — tr - y or y(l, X,) = 27T - 7. We note that both

cases are necessary since the boundary conditions for the clamped-free beam lead

to the first case with 7 = tt/2 and the boundary conditions for the clamped-

clamped beam lead to the second case with 7 = 0.  Thus, there is no simple re-

sult analogous to Theorem 5.4 which gives the value of ip(l, X„).

We next show the interrelationship between the function 0  and y corre-

sponding to a solution un  of the differential equation (1.1) which satisfies the

boundary conditions (1.2).  This relationship will depend on the algebraic sign of

w(0) = cot i//(0),  that is, whether  \p(0) G (0,7t/2)  or  \p(0) G [n/2, n).  We show

that the initial conditions on un  determine the appropriate range of \p.

Theorem 6.3. // (i) un(0)u'n(0) > 0, (if) «„(0) = 0, or (iii) «'„(0) = 0

and un(0)u"n(0) > 0, then

MX) G (0, n/2) for x G (0,1).
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// (iv) «„(0)«'„(0) < 0, (v) u'ni0) = 0 and un(0)un(0) < 0, or (vi)

u'niO) = uniO) = 0,  then

<K*) G (tt/2, tt) for x G (0, 0-

Proof.   Cases (i) and (iv) follow directly from (3.3a) and Theorem 2.1.

Cases (iii) and (v) follow from (3.3c) and Theorem 2.1.  From (1.4), case (vi)

corresponds to  \!>(0) = 7r/2.  It was shown in §2 that this implies that  \J/(x) E

(tt/2, it)  for x E (0,1).  For case (ii), assume i//(0) G [7t/2,7r)  and note that

(1.4) implies that 9(0) = - ir/2. Consequently, (1.4) yields u'„(0) < 0, u"n(0) <

0 and (pu'n)'(0) < 0. Lemma 2.1 then leads to the conclusion that «'(/)«"(/) >

0, which is incompatible with the boundary condition (1.2c).

To show the realtionship between the functions 0  and ^ corresponding

to an eigenfunction un  of (1.1), (1.2) we must consider each of the two cases

i//(x) G (0, tt/2)  and   \p(x) E (ir/2, it), xE(0,l)  and establish bounds on the

values of ip at points in (0,1) where 9(x) = mir/2 (m = 0, 1, • • • , 2« - 2)

for each case.  Lemma 6.2 gives lower bounds for these values.  It will be neces-

sary to derive the consequences of these bounds before upper bounds can be

determined.

Lemma 6.2.   Let 9,<p and i//  be functions corresponding by (I A) to the

nth eigenfunction un  of the system (1.1), (1.2). Let i;k and 7?fe  besuchthat

0(£fc) = kit and 0O?fc) = (k + ^A)n where £fc and vk ore related as in (5.4).

If i>(*) G (0, tt/2), x E (0, 0 then «<?*) > (2k + l>/2   (* = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

n - 1) and rtnk) > (k + l)ir   (k = 0, 1, 2, • • • , n - 2). If i//(x) G (tt/2, tt),

x E (0,1), then tp(|0) > 0 and fâk) > (2k - l>/2 (k = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , n - I)

while ip(r)k) > kn (k = 0, 1, 2, • • • , n - 2).

Proof.  We first show that if \p(0) E (0, tt/2) then £0 > 0.  For if <=0 =

0, then 0(0) = 0.  Since (¿>(0) = a, the use of (1.4) and Lemma 2.1 leads to a

contradiction of the boundary condition (1.2c).

Now consider the case where  >// G (0,7r/2)  and let  £0 G (0, /) be such

that 0(£O,A„) = O  so that ipu"J%) = 0. From (1.4), u„(C0) = r(i-0) sin \¡<|n)>0.

Consequently Lemma 2.2 implies that   (pu'n)(^0) = rQ0) cos i//(£0) cos t$-0) < 0.

Thus, cos <p(%o) "^ 0.  Since  cos ip(0, X) = cos a > 0, Theorem 6.1 implies that

Now let T70  be such that  0(7jo) = 7r/2.  Then from (1.4), un(r¡0) = 0 so

that by Lemma 2.2, un(r)0)(pu'n)'(Vo) <Q- However, by (1.4), (pu"n)'(r\Q) > 0

so that M^,(i70) < 0 and consequently  sin <¿>(7?0) < 0.  Since  t?0 > £0  and

<p(7?0) > 7r/2, Theorem 6.2 implies that <¿>(t?0) > 7f.

Now assume that 7?fc_j   is such that 8(qk_l) = (k - xA)it and <^(7?A._1)

>kn for some k>l. Let %k  besuchthat  0(£fc) = kn. Then from (1.4),
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(pu'n^¡(%k) = 0 so Lemma 2.2 implies that unQk)(pu'n)(%k) < 0. But the sign of

un(%k) is the same as the sign of cos kit = (- l)fc.  If k is odd, then pu"n(%k)

>0 and (1.4) with \jj G (0, jr/2) implies that  cos $£k) > 0. Hence, %k>r¡k_x

and ip(r)k_x) > kn yield <¿>(£fc) > (k + Vi)it  (k odd).  A similar argument yields

this result for k even.

Now let t]k be such that 0(r?fe) = (k + Vi)it where  rjk > %k  and <p(%k)

> (k + V¡)tt. From (1.4), un(r¡k) = 0 so that Lemma 2.2 implies that

u'n(^k)(Pu'n(^k))' < 0-  But (1.4) shows that the sign of (pu"n(r¡k))'  is the same

as sin(fc + H> = (- l)fe.  If *  is odd, then (><)'(%)< 0  and K^t?*) -

r cos !/*(%) sin y(rik) > 0.  But   >// G (0,7r/2)  implies  sin <p("qk) > 0.  From this,

along with r¡k > %k, ̂ (?fc) > (k + V¿)it and Theorem 6.2, we conclude that

<p(r}k) > (k + l)7r.  A similar argument gives the same result when k  is even.

The above argument holds for k = \,2,- • ■ ,n - 2. To complete the

proof for the case \¡i(x) G (0, n/2), we repeat for k = « - 1 the argument

which shows that <p(Çk) > (2k + l)jr/2.

For the case   xp(x) G [tt/2, it),  we note that  <¿>(£0) ^ 0  fr°m Theorem 6.1

and the fact that <¿>(0) = a. We apply the argument used in the case  xp(x) G

(0, 7r/2).  For £0  (with special consideration in case  £0 = 0), we are only able

to conclude that v(|0) ~> 0 again.  For n0, we are only able to conclude that

<¿(i?0) > 0.  Finally, for r\k  (k- 1, 2, •*•,«- 2)  and £fc  (& = 1, 2, • • • ,

« - 1), we find, using the arguments of the previous case, that ^p(r¡k) > kn

and <¿>(|fc) > (2k - l>/2.

We use this lemma to prove the following:

Theorem 6.4.  Let un  be the nth eigenfunction of the eigenvalue problem

(1.1), (1.2) and let  8,y,  and  \p  be the corresponding angular functions deter-

mined by (1.4). If \p(0) G (0, 7t/2), then either <p(l, X„) = mr - y or <p(l, X„) =

(« + 1)tt - y.

Proof.  We have that </>(!„_ y) > (2« - 1)tt/2, |„_¡ < /,  from Lemma

6.2.  From Lemma 6.1, we have that ip(l) < (« + l)7r - y. But (3.5) implies that

<p(l) = mn — y for some integer m.   Consequently, m = «   or « + 1.

From this we immediately have the following:

Corollary.   Under the hypothesis of Theorem 6.4, either u'n  has « - 1

zeros in (0,1) interlaced with n zeros of u"n  in   [0, /]   or u'n  has n zeros

in  (0, /)  interlaced with  (n + 1) zeros of u"n  in   [0, /].

Both cases are possible as the following two examples show.

Consider the equation
"\

(6.3) «<iv) - X« = 0,      x G (0, I).
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For solutions of (6.3) which satisfy the boundary conditions

(6.4) «(0) = w'(0) = 0,

we find that the corresponding value of \p(0) lies in (0, tt/2). We first consider

the «th eigenfunction un  determined by the system (6.3), (6.4) and «(0 =

u'(l) = 0. Theorem 5.7 then shows that un  has « - 1  zeros in (0,1).  Thus

u'n has at least «  zeros in (0,1). By the above corollary, it has exactly  n

zeros in (0, /) and hence <p(l, \n ) = (« + l)7r.

Next, consider the  «th eigenfunction un  of the system (6.3), (6.4) and

u"(l) = u"'(l) = 0.  By the same argument used above, un has at least n - 1

zeros in (0,1). That it has no more than « - 1  zeros is a consequence of

Lemma 2.2.  For u'n(xm) = 0 implies that un(xm)u"n(xm) < 0 so that all such

points xm   are relative extrema and there is only one such point between zeros

of un. Thus tp(l, X„) = «7T in this case.

When  \¡j(0) G [tt/2, it), we prove

Theorem 6.5.  Let un  be the eigenfunction given in the hypothesis of

Theorem 6.4. If \p(0) G [ir/2, if), then >p(l, \x) = it - y and for n>2,

either ipQ, X„) = nit-y or ip(l, X„) = (« - 1)tt - 7.

Proof.   By (3.5), ip(l, X,) > tt-y. Hence, by Lemma 6.1, y(l,\x) is

either 27t - 7  or n-y. For n>2, Lemma 6.2 and (3.5) yield <p(l, X„) >

(n - \)tt - 7.  This and Lemma 6.1 then imply that ip(l, \n) has one of the

values (« + 1)7T - 7, nir - 7,  or (n - l)7r - 7  for n> 2. We show that

\p(0) G [n/2, it) precludes the possibility that <p(/, X„) = (n + \)it - 7, « =

1,2,-••.

Assume that <?(/, X„) = (n + 1> - 7. Then <p(0, X„) = a G [0, tt/2]

implies the existence of an increasing sequence of numbers   {xm}, m = 1, • • • ,

« in (0, /) such that *p(xm, X„) = mit. By (1.4), u'n(xm) = 0. As in the

previous theorem, Lemma 2.2 shows that in each of the intervals (xm, xm + x),

m = 1, 2, •••,«- 1, there is one zero of un. Furthermore, since  1^(0) G

[7t/2, it), Theorem 6.3 implies that  un(0) > 0.

But at xx, (1.4) implies that u'n(xx)>0 and Lemma 2.2 implies that

k„(x1)<0.  Hence, un  has a zero in (0, xx) and at least «  zeros in  (0,1)

contradicting Theorem 5.7.

From Theorem 6.5, we have the following:

Corollary.   Under the hypothesis of Theorem 6.5, the first eigenfunction

ux   has the property that u'x  has no zeros In  (0,1) and u"x   has one zero in

[0, /]. If n > 2, either u'n  has « - 2 zeros in (0, /) interlaced with « - 1

zeros of u"n  in   [0, /]   or u'n  has « - 1  zeros in (0,1) interlaced with «

zeros of u"n  in   [0, /].
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That Theorem 6.5 has the strongest possible conclusion is easily seen by

considering the nth eigenvalues of the systems consisting of (6.3) with boundary

condition «'(0) = ""'(0) = «'(0 = "'"(0 = 0 and (6.3) with boundary condition

u'(0) = u"'(0) = «(/) = «"(0 = 0.  The first system has the solutions

, N           (n- l)irx
un(x) = cos i-j*—

and consequently tp(l, Xn) = (n — l)ir for n > 2. The second system has

solution

, .           (2« - l)irx
un(x) = cos J-2/~

and ip(l, Xn) - (2n - l)n¡2 = nit - tt/2, n = 1, 2, ■ • • .

The results of Theorems 6.4 and 6.5 together with the method of proof of

Lemma 6.2 can be used to establish the upper bounds for $(%k) and <p(7?t)

previously mentioned.

Lemma 6.3.   Let 9,<p, and  0  correspond by (I.A) to the nth eigen-

function of (1.1), (1.2). Let 9(%k) = kn and 9(r¡k) = (2k + l)ir¡2 where Çk

and i)k are related as in (5.3).

// iP(x) G (0, tt/2), then tfrik) <(k + 2)ir (k = 0, 1, • • • , n - 2). If,

in addition,

(i) iXO = nit - y, then <¿>(£fc) < (2k + 3)ir/2   (k = 0, 1, • • ■ , n - 2)

with ^n_1)<n7r;

while

(ii) <p(l) = (n 4- 1)tt - 7 implies ip(%k) < (2k + 3)tt/2   (* - 0, 1, » • • ,

n-1).

If ^(x) G [7r/2,7r) and tp(Z) = nit - y, then

(iii) y(Çk) < (2k + 1)7t/2 (k = 0, I,- • • ,n - 1) with equality possible

only when k = 0. Also </<7?fc) <(k+ l)n   (k = 0, 1, • • • , n - 2).

If i//(x) G [7t/2, 7t) and <p(I) = (n- l)n-y,n> 2, then

(iv) t^Tjfc) <(k + 2> and fâk) < (2k + 1)tt/2 (k = 0, I,-■ ■ ,n - 2)

with ^„_1)<(n- 1)tt.

Since the proof of this lemma is essentially the same as the proof of Lemma

6.2, we indicate how the proof of case (iii) starts and leave the remainder of the

proof to the reader.

Partial proof.  We first note that  cos 0(0 = (— l)"sin §  and  sin 0(0 =

(— l)"cos S  by (5.1).  For case (iii), ip(l) = nir - y so that  cos 0(0 =

(-1)"+Isin7 and cos «¿>(0 = (- l)"cos y. At  £„_!, we have 9(%n_{) =

(n - l)it so that  cos 9(^0 = (- 1)"+1   and by (1.4), (p«^)'a„_,) = 0.

By the usual argument, these conditions imply by Lemma 2.1 that %n_x < I.
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By Lemma 2.2 we have un(%n_x)u"n(%n_ x) < 0 so that the value of

sin \p cos xp cos 0 cos <p is negative at x = 6„_1.  Since  xp(%n_x) e 0^/2, n),

we have  cos 0(£„_,) cos </>(£„_i) > 0.  But cos 0(£„_,) = (- l)"+l   yields

cos v(t„_i) = (— 1)"+1.<4   for some positive number A.   From  cos <p(l) =

(- 1)" cos 7, it follows that <¿>(í-„_,) < (2« - 1)tt/2. The proof is completed

by applying this type of argument successively at the points i?„_2 > £„_2 > • ' '

>TÍ0>?0>0.

From Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3, we obtain the following theorems which give

some of the oscillatory properties of un   and its derivatives. When  \\i(x) G

(0,7r/2), we have

Theorem 6.6.  Let un  be the nth eigenfunction of the system (1.1), (1.2)

such that  \¡>(x) G (0, n/2) and denote the consecutive zeros of un  by t]Q,rix,

• • • , v„-2 and tne consecutive zeros of (pu'n)' by £0> £i> ' ' ' > ?«-i-   Then

(i) In  (rik, Wk+V), u'n has exactly  v zeros,  k>0,k + v<n - 2.

(ii) In  (%k, %k+v),u'n has exactly  v zeros,  k> 0,k + v<n - 1.

(iii) In (r)k, vk+v), u"n has at least v—1  and at most v+\ zeros with

k>0,k + v<n-2.

(iv) In  (%k,%k+¿),u'n has at least v—\  and at most v+\  zeros,

k>0,k + u<n- I.

(v) In   [0, £0), u"n  has exactly one zero.  In  (%n_x,l],u"n has no zeros

if V(0 = rm-y, and exactly one zero if tp(l) = (« + 1)77-7.

For  xp(x) G [tt/2, if), we have the corresponding:

Theorem 6.7. Let un  be the nth eigenfunction of the system (1.1), (1.2)

such that  \¡i(x) G [n/2, n) and denote the zeros of un and (pu"n)' as above.

Then for n>2, statements (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 6.6 hold.  Statement

(iv) holds for k > 1  but in (%0, %x), un has one zero or none.  Statement (v)

must be replaced by:

(v) In (0, £0), u"n has no zeros. If ip(l) = (n - \)n - 7, u"n has no zeros

in  (%n_y, I], but if \p(l) = nn-y, u"n has one zero in  (|„_ 1( /].

Appendix. Some properties of eigenvalues

In this section, we give certain properties of the eigenvalues of the system

(1.1), (1.2) which were used to investigate the behavior of the functions 0 and

f obtained from the transformation (1.4).

When a, ß, y, and 8  of (1.2) lie in the interval   [0,7r/2]   it is well known

that the eigenvalues of (1.1), (1.2) are determined from the Rayleigh quotient

(A.l) R[y] = (foy"2 dx + ̂ Lv])//o'pV2 dx
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with

(A.2)  N\y] - [y'(0)]2 cot a + [y(0)]2 cot ß + [y'(l)]2 cot y + [y(l)]2 cot 6

by the max-min principle [3, p. 405]. We use the convention that if any of the

parameters a, ß, y, or S are zero, then the boundary value of y or y at 0

or / is taken to be zero and the corresponding term in N[y]   does not appear.

We will need this max-min characterization of the eigenvalues for some

cases where 8  is in the interval   [0, if). The validity of the max-min principle

for this more general situation can be established using known arguments once it

is shown that the Rayleigh quotient is bounded below [10, p. 247].  But it can

be shown using the theory of differential operators in Hubert space, that this is

the case (see e.g. [4, p. 1454] ).

With this max-min characterization, the following properties of the eigen-

values can be deduced (see [3, p. 418]).

Property 1.  The eigenvalues of (1.1), (1.2) are continuous, strictly de-

creasing functions of a, ß, y, and 8 for a, ß, y, 8 G (0, if).

Property 2.  77ie eigenvalues 0/(1.1), (1.2) are continuous, strictly de-

creasing functions of the density p,  i.e.,ifpx<p2 are two density functions

with pj  and p2  not identical on a set of positive measure then Xn[px] >

A„[P2]-

Property 3.  The eigenvalues of (1.1), (1.2) are continuous, strictly in-

creasing functions of the stiffness p.

We will also need the following result.

Property 4.  77ie? eigenvalues of (1.1), (1.2) are simple.

For a proof, see [6].
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